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Guide to Resolving Document Tolerance 

Exceptions 

 

** PLEASE DO NOT USE THIS GUIDE TO RESOLVE PCARD 

DOCUMENT TOLERANCE EXCEPTIONS – Review Jobaid ‘PCard 

Enhancements’ on the Core-CT Website or log a ticket** 

Document Tolerance Checking (FS_DOC_TOL)  is a new process in the Voucher Life Cycle for PO 

vouchers. It will be processed by BATCH after the voucher is approved, and before Budget Check. If 

there are exceptions they will need to be corrected before it will process through Budget Check. 

The Document Tolerance Checking process checks for differences between purchase order distribution 

lines and vouchers distribution lines.  It validates that the dollar amount on a voucher distribution line 

does not differ from the associated PO/Receipt distribution line.  

There will be certain instances that an exception will have to be over-ridden. This could be for an 

adjustment voucher or a voucher with a decimal rounding issue.  If there is a voucher that needs to be 

over-ridden or if you need more information on how to resolved the exception log a footprints ticket. 

 

List of possible Document Tolerance Exceptions: 

 S300: Prior Document is on hold 



 S400: Source Document is not approved 

 S500: PO is in Roll-Over State 

 E100: Document exceeds predecessor by more than allowable tolerance 

 E200: Prior Document distribution line has been closed 

 E300: Prior Document distribution line has been canceled 

 E400: Prior Document distribution line has been finalize 

 

To Begin Resolving: 

 

1. Navigate to AP WorkCenter: 

2. Click on Document Tolerance Exceptions 

3. Select the ‘Exceptions’ Link  for the Voucher  

 

 

 



4. Please Note there can be more than one line in exception. Be Sure to ‘View All’.  

Example: The Pred Doc Amt is the amount on the Purchase Order. The Life to Date 

Liquidated Amout is 838.56. This PO is overexpended.  Funds will have to be added to the PO or 

the voucher will have to be brought down to match PO.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


